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WHICH SCHEME IS RIGHT FOR ME?

There are 5 types of certification schemes offered by COSMOS, two of these schemes are retail facing: **COSMOS Organic** and **COSMOS Natural**. With both organic and natural certification the entire supply chain is considered. All ingredients must meet green chemistry principles, packaging and cleaning materials are checked and all facilities are inspected.

- For a product to be labelled *organic* e.g. 'Organic facial oil' 95% of ALL ingredients must be organic.
- For *leave on products*, 95% of all physically processed agro-ingredients* must be organic and at least 20% of the total ingredients must be organic.
- For *rinse off products*, 95% of all physically processed agro-ingredients must be organic and at least 10% of the total ingredients must be organic.

- COSMOS Natural products are made of naturally sourced ingredients and may or may not contain organic ingredients.
TYPES OF INGREDIENTS

Within the COSMOS standard, ingredients are defined by 6 categories:

**PPAI – physically processed agro ingredient**
- Herbs, oils, water or oil-based extracts. PPAIs can be organic or non-organic.
- Certified organic essential oils and carrier oils are 100% organic PPAIs if they don’t contain anything else.

**CPAI – chemically processed agro ingredient**
- Alcohol, glycerin and plant-based surfactants
- Certified organic alcohol is an organic CPAI but not always completely organic. Check on the COSMOS database or with your supplier the weight of the pure alcohol and remaining weight of water.
- Certified organic glycerin is not a completely organic CPAI. Check on the COSMOS database or with your supplier. It is usually 96.7% organic.

**Water**

Note - water cannot be organic and therefore the % organic will be affected depending on amount of water used

**Minerals and ingredients of mineral origin**

List of permitted ingredients can be found here: COSMOS standard 6.1.2 and Appendix IV

**Ingredients with petrochemical moieties**

List of permitted ingredients with petrochemical moieties can be found here: COSMOS Appendix V.3

Note - No more than 2% of your total product can be petrochemical moiety (this excludes the permitted preservatives and denaturing agents in Appendix V.1.

**Non natural ingredients**

List of permitted ingredients of non natural origins, e.g. benzyl alcohol, can be found here: COSMOS Appendix V.1.
PERMITTED INGREDIENTS

Within the standard, there are permitted ingredients which can be found in the following places:

- Non organic ingredients listed on the COSMOS approved raw material database: [www.cosmos-standard-rm.org](http://www.cosmos-standard-rm.org) password: COSMOSRM
- With ingredients that meet the COSMOS standard a raw material questionnaire completed by the supplier/manufacturer may be required
- Organic ingredients certified to a recognised organic standard (EU organic regulation, NOP, JAS, Brazil organic standards, etc.) are permitted.

Some ingredients can be a combination of PPAI, CPAI, NNI, petrochemical moiety, mineral and/or water, you will need to know the percentage of each. This information can be found in the following places:

- COSMOS certified ingredient database
- COSMOS raw material database
- Your suppliers
- Your certification officer
HOW TO GET A RAW MATERIAL APPROVED (FOR USE IN A COSMOS PRODUCT)

ORGANIC INGREDIENTS

- Raw material must be certified to an organic standard recognised by COSMOS
- Standards recognised:
  - COSMOS
  - EU regulation 834/2007, 889/2008
  - NOP
  - JAS
  - NPOP
  - COR
  - Brazilian Organic Regulation
- If the material meets one of these standards, let your certification officer know the raw material and supplier and send a copy of their organic certificate
- Standards NOT recognised by COSMOS include private health and beauty standards such as SA H&B and Ecocert Greenlife - these raw materials cannot be approved as organic for COSMOS

NON-ORGANIC INGREDIENTS

Is the raw material from that supplier approved on the COSMOS database?

- YES
  - Let your certification officer know the raw material and supplier and that they are on the COSMOS database
- NO
  - Get your supplier to complete a raw material questionnaire (RMQ) and submit it for approval. The raw material may or may not be approved
  - COSMOS allows in the technical guide some exceptions for nano particles. SA Certification does not permit these exceptions for TiO2 and ZnO (please check particle size with your supplier whether or not it is on the COSMOS database.)

Note: Before using any raw material in a COSMOS product it must be checked and approved by your Certification Officer, even if it meets the above requirements.
HOW TO COMPLETE THE MULTI INGREDIENT PRODUCT SPECIFICATION (MIPS)

& CALCULATE YOUR ORGANIC/NATURAL PERCENTAGE
HOW TO COMPLETE THE MIPS

If your product contains multiple ingredients we will ask you to complete the Multi Ingredient Product Specification, known as MIPS. This will be attached to your application and will look like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Supplier</th>
<th>Trade Name</th>
<th>INCI Name</th>
<th>Certification Body</th>
<th>PPAI</th>
<th>Total PPAI</th>
<th>Total Organic %</th>
<th>Natural %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Confirm if the product is a rinse off or not

2. Complete each column:
   a. material supplier
   b. trade name
   c. INCI name
   d. certification body

3. If you use dry herbs or concentrates list their dry weight here

4. List the quantity of each ingredient by weight here
   If you reconstitute herbs or concentrates list the reconstituted weight here

5. If an ingredient has a petrochemical moiety list its percentage here. The maximum permitted petrochemical moiety in the final product is 2% (COSMOS std. Appendix V.3)

6. If an ingredient is from petrochemical origin, or contains another ingredient of petrochemical origin list the percentage here (COSMOS std. Appendix V.1)

7. For ingredients that are or contain physically processed agro ingredient, list it’s percentage here

8. For an ingredient that is or contains organic physically processed agro ingredient list its percentage here, as well as in column 7.

9. For ingredients that are or contain chemically processed agro ingredients, list it’s percentage here

10. For ingredients that are or contain organic chemically processed agro ingredient list its percentage here, as well as in column 9.

Once you have completed sections 1 to 10, section 11 will give you the percentage of organic PPAI, the total PPAI, the total organic percentage and the natural percentage.
CALCULATING YOUR ORGANIC %

The MIPS will allow you to calculate the total organic percentage, the natural percentage and the total organic PPAI percentage of your product.

This will also calculate what category your product falls under e.g. ‘organic’ ‘made with organic’ ‘natural.

The % will need to be stated on your product labelling, so calculating your percentage is extremely important as this will determine in which product category your product can be listed (organic, made with organic or natural).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{% Org PPAI / total PPAI} &= \frac{(e)}{(c)} \\
\text{% natural origin} &= 100 - (a) - (b) \\
\text{% total of organic ingredients of total product} &= (e) + (f)
\end{align*}
\]

\[\begin{array}{c|c}
99.61 \\
99.85 \\
51.16 \\
\end{array}\]
BRANDING AND LABELLING YOUR PRODUCT
If you have identified that COSMOS organic is the scheme for you, and have completed your MIPS, you should be able to identify your % organic content within your product. Here we explain how you can present this information on product and packaging.

**NON-NEGOTIABLE:**

- The Soil Association COSMOS organic symbol must be used on your retail label and visible at point of sale.
- Indicate the organic percentage “XX% organic of total”.
- Indicate the natural percentage “XX% natural origin of total” unless the product is 100% natural.
- Organic ingredients (organic PPAIs) must be shown as “from organic agriculture”, "organically grown", "organically produced" or "organic ingredient" in the INCI list.
- Ingredients made from organic raw materials (organic CPAIs) must be shown as "made using organic ingredients“, "made from organic xxx" in the INCI list.
- You cannot call a product ‘organic, e.g. organic facial wash’ if less than 95% organic of total.

**PERCENTAGE STATEMENT CLAIMS:**

- You can save space for percentage statements by writing ‘of total: X% organic, X% natural origin’
- If you want to highlight the organic & of the product of the front of pack using less text, you can make the organic claim on the front as long as the ‘of total’ percentages are present on the back or sides of pack.

**OPTIONAL:**

- You can indicate the organic percentage excluding water and minerals as “y% organic of total minus water and minerals”. Note – you may give prominence to either of the percentage indications.
- You are permitted to change the colour of the SA/COSMOS organic symbol on product and packaging.
**COSMOS ORGANIC CERTIFIED CLAIMS**

**ORGANIC CLAIMS**

- The phrase ‘certified organic’ is permitted on products on the front or in descriptions on side or back of product or advertising. Examples: ‘Our range / product is certified organic.’
- ‘Our range / product is certified COSMOS Organic.’ ‘CERTIFIED ORGANIC’ can be written on the front away from product name.
- Ingredients that could be mixed origin (such as Sunflower Oil or Glycerine) you can claim they are of mixed sources using a denotation such as ‘Mixed organic and non-organic sources’

‘Certified organic’ can be placed on the front but not in the product name, as shown here.

A product or range can be claimed as ‘certified organic’ on sides or back in descriptions.
A product can be called organic e.g. ‘organic facial wash’ if its 95% organic of over of total.

SA Organic COSMOS symbol

Product can be listed with “organic” in the product title
If you have identified that the COSMOS Natural scheme is right for you, and have completed your MIPS, you should be able to identify your % natural contents within your product. Here we explain how you can present this on product and packaging.

**NON- NEGOTIABLE:**

- The Soil Association COSMOS Natural symbol must be used on your retail label and visible at point of sale.
- Must indicate the natural percentage as “xx% natural origin of total”. For products that are 100% natural, this indication of the percentage natural origin is not required but may be used.

**OPTIONAL:**

- Identify organic ingredients and ingredients made from organic raw materials, but in the INCI list only. This must be limited to the wording: “from organic agriculture” for PPAIs and “made using organic ingredients” for CPAIs or similar expressions (see previous) using the same font as used for the INCI list.
- May display the organic percentage “XX% organic of total” if applicable anywhere on pack (however if used on the front it must be in the smallest font size and only in conjunction with the COSMOS Natural symbol also on the front and the organic ingredients identified in the ingredients list, the organic ingredients may then also may be named on the front in the smallest font size.
- On back of pack – you may display organic percentage excluding water and minerals “y% organic of total minus water and minerals”.
- You are permitted to change the colour of the SA/COSMOS organic symbol on product and packaging but cannot use the colour green in any hue.
Soil Association Natural symbol

Any organic claims must go on back or sides

Percentage statement “xx% natural origin of total” must be used, unless product is 100% natural

In INCI may list organic PPAI ingredients indicated as "from organic agriculture" "organically grown", "organically produced" "organic ingredient"; organic CPAIs indicated as "made using organic ingredients", "made from organic xxx"

Organic percentage statement is not required, but when used must state: “xx organic of total”; it can go anywhere on pack, but if on front must be same as the smallest font size and the organic ingredients must be identified in the ingredients list
MARKETING ‘ORGANIC’ WITHIN A COSMOS NATURAL PRODUCT

If your COSMOS Natural product contains some organic ingredients, you cannot make any claim relating to organic, either ingredients or percentages, on the front of the packaging, except to indicate the organic content of the total product (and the ingredients concerned) on the front of the packaging, provided:

1. It appears in text that is no more prominent than the smallest text on the front of the packaging
2. It appears in conjunction with the COSMOS NATURAL signature
3. The organic ingredients concerned are also identified in the INCI list
THE CLEANING STANDARDS
PERMITTED CLEANING MATERIALS:

If you wish to use a product which is not certified or prefer to use your own cleaning materials, below are the materials permitted within the standard:

- iso-propyl alcohol
- amphoteric surfactants
- hydrogen peroxide
- mineral acids and alkalis
- peracetic acid (and stabilising agents)
- formic acid
- Ozone

To use any of these materials you must provide a technical specification and safety data sheet.

Note: You can use surfactants which are already approved on the COSMOS positive list.

www.cosmos-standard-rm.org
password: COSMOSRM

PERMITTED SURFACTANTS:

- Amphoteric surfactants
- Plant based surfactants

You must provide a technical specification and safety data sheet for each cleaning material

In addition we may need:

- Details of how the surfactant is made
- Toxicity and biodegradability data
- Non GM info

PERMITTED WATER AND PLANT-BASED CLEANING MATERIALS:

- Water or steam – provided 6.1.1 is met.
- Conventional ethanol – non GM information required
- Organic ethanol – no further information required
- Conventional vegetable oils (for natural bleed runs) – crop information required
- Organic vegetable oils (for organic bleed runs) – no further information required
MEETING THE CLEANING STANDARDS

In relation to Section 9 of the COSMOS standard, any surface that comes into contact with COSMOS products must be cleaned with approved cleaning substances. COSMOS will accept any plant-based cleaning products certified by the following organic certification bodies, we will ask you to provide the product name within the application. Please see relevant links below:

- **Soil Association**: Some cleaning products made by Greenscents and Bentley Organic are certified by Soil Association and can be used.
- **ICEA**: (ICEA publish a list of their certified cleaning materials companies. You need to select ‘Cosmesi e Detergenza’ which is ‘Cosmetics and Detergents’ and cleaning products. The select either “ECO BIO DETERGENZA/ECO BIO CLEANERS” or “ECO DETERGENZA/ECO CLEANERS”. Then click search and various companies will appear.)
- **Nature & Progres**, United States National Organic Program (NOP) or Australian Organic Standards (AOS).
- **Products endorsed by labels including Nordic Swan or Ecolabel** may be used if the natural origin of their ingredients can be confirmed.

Note: You must have an inspection system in place to ensure only compliant cleaning/disinfection products are used before you make COSMOS products. You must have cleaning procedures, records and details of staff training. This will be checked at your inspection.

You must ensure no residues are left following cleaning, for instance by using a final potable water rinse.
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN
As part of your COSMOS application you must provide an environmental management plan. The plan must cover the whole manufacturing process and all residual products and waste that result from this. The plan must be implemented effectively.

We have supplied an Environmental management plan template for you to use, this should be within your application zip-file.

**ISO 14001**

If you have ISO 14001 accreditation, we don’t need a plan, please provide a copy of your ISO certificate with your application, or if there is national legislation you have to comply with, which covers all of the above points, you also don’t need to provide a plan.

**Brandholders and office-based operations**

If you are not directly involved with manufacturing (e.g. a brand, trader or distributor) you must still have an environmental management plan. Areas you must consider energy usage in relation to your business, efficiency of insulation and heating systems etc. are energy usage. You plan could consider also transport, transport routes of the shipped goods.
For more information including FAQ’s please visit the certification side of the Soil Association website.
https://www.soilassociation.org/certification/health-beauty-certification/faqs/